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        No account of Tantra in Kashmir can be complete without an examination 
of म system. Advocating monistic Saivism, it is an offshoot of the Saiva 
philosophy of Kashmir.  
       The म system is believed by some to date back to the last quarter of the 
seventh century or the beginning of the 8th. This system lasted till the eighteen 
century. The period from 9th century till 12th saw the heyday of this system.    
Although it is admitted that the ि क system of Saivism first came into 
prominence in Kashmir at the end of seventh or at the beginning of eighth 
century C.E., still the Sivagama is far older than this date. Its beginning can be 
traced in the early vedic revelations.1    
       िच गनचि का is one of the prominent texts of Kashmir Saivism. The author 
of the text is ीव स, alias कािलदास. Both the names are mentioned by the author 
in the text, although except in colophon in all other places he refers himself with 
the name कािलदास.2  
      Swami Trivikrama Tirtha considers it to be the work of the great poet 
कािलदास, however there are internal and also external evidences which do not 
accept this assumption.  
      There is no doubt that the author of this text is known as कािलदास. As we find 
the name referred by the author himself, many texts on the Saiva or Sakta Tantra 
refer to the text and its author to be कािलदास. गोर नाथ in his प रमल commentary 
on his own work महाथम री has quoted many passages from the िच गनचि का. 
While quoting passages from िच गनचि का, भा करराय, in his commentary on 
लिलतासह नाम acknowledges them as the assertions of कािलदास. अमृतान द, in his 
दीिपका commentary on योिगनी दय has referred to this celebrated work.  
     Verse no. 305 of िच गनचि का3  tells that, it is more or less the continuation of 

म तुित by िस नाथ who is also known as श भुनाथ. Therefore there is no doubt 
that िच गनचि का was composed after म तुित. 
It is known that श भुनाथ and अिभनवगु  lived and wrote in the same age. Rather 
अिभनवगु  gathered a complete knowledge of the purport and mystery of the त s 
from him, and then began writing on the Saiva Tantra. अिभनवगु  himself has 
admitted it in many places of his numerous works.4   
These references support the opinion that िच गनचि का was written near the 
beginning  of 11th century A.D. which also supports the opinion that this 
कािलदास is different than the poet कािलदास.  
      Another significance of this name lies in the fact that the author has 
composed this work to eulogize the great female divinity, which is आ ा शि  
काली. It indicates that the author must be the ardent aspirant of काली and 
therefore may have taken the name कािलदास. 
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It has already been mentioned before that िच गनचि का 
serves as continuation of म तुित authored by 
श भुनाथ. श भुनाथ was one of the most learned men of 
the famous ि क school of Kashmir. It may therefore 
be stated that िच गनचि काalso belongs to the ि क 
school.  
      In िच गनचि का the eulogy of goddess as आ ा 
शि  is full of abstruse principles. The known 
principles of worship have been given in a clear way.  
The text of िच गनचि का is divided into four 
chapters. The first of the four gives the central idea 
in a brief manner. The other three chapters are more 
or less in the forms of amplifications, actually 
serving as commentaries on the first. The principles 
given aphoristically in the first are commented upon 
in the last three chapters.        
      As mentioned earlier, िच गनचि का is composed 
to eulogize the आ ा शि  काली.The Divinity adored 
by the साधक is काली.She is none other than the 
ultimate to the साधक.This very काली or the आ ा शि  
is known in त  as शि . In आगमशा s no great 
differentiation is made between शि  and शि मत्. 
शि  as worshipped in आगमs is described to be 
above all differences, beyond all proof. The author 
thus says: 
 

न वम ब पु ष  ना गना िच व िपिण न ष डतािप ते ।        
नािप भतुरिप त े ि पता वा ं िवना तदिप न फुरेत ् यम् ।। 
IV.273 
 

      The expression काली has been derived from the 
word काल, the word काल is derived from the root कल् 
of भू class, which is often used in the sense - to 
sound and to count.  
       It is also derived from the root कल् meaning to 
throw away, to move and to count. The root then 
belongs to चुर् class. The five different meanings of 
the काल have been mentioned in त ालोक as ेप 
(throwing), ान (knowing) स यान (counting) गित 
(moving) and नाद (sounding).5   
    ेप is the outward manifestation of the आ मन्. 
    The realization of the oneness of the universe thus 
manifested with one's own self is ान. 
    स यान is the regulation or restriction in the form 
"it is this, not that" i. e. clear connotation of every 
category experienced.  
     गित is the attainment of one's own real nature 
expelling the distinction between all manifested 
categories, such as the cognizer and the object of the 
cognition etc.  
     नाद is the attainment of true consciousness with 
the disappearance of the differentiating knowledge 
of categories, by unchangeable intuition. 
     By taking into consideration these meanings of 
the word काल, it will be found that the ultimate in 

itself is आ शि . Thus काली cannot signify anything 
other than ultimate.  
      It will be found that there might be some 
difference in name only, but nothing in sense or 
spirit. Partly due to the actions of the उपासक in his 
previous birth, and partly due to his साधना, the form 
of the Worshipped undergoes a striking variation. 
All those different forms of आ ा शि  काली 
mentioned in the आगमशा s particularly those forms 
prevalent in Kashmir, are discussed in the texts on 
त  for the moral benefit of the उपासक. Of these 
different forms the most important images and 
names are dealt with in the िच गनचि का.  
     िच गनचि का does not give descriptions of 
गु काली, हंसकाली, मशानकाली, दि णकाली, 
कामकलाकाली, and गु मशानकालीetc., which are 
worshipped in Bengal and Kerala. On the other 
hand, the forms of काली like सृि काली, ि थितकाली, 
संहारकाली, यमकाली, मृ युकाली, भ काली, मात डकाली, 
महाकाली, etc, which are described by अिभनवगु  and 
others at Kashmir are dealt with in िच गनचि का.6   
       सृि काली is the conception of creative power in 
relation to the object. When the will to create arises 
in her, and the would-be creation shines in outline, 
objectively within her is सृि काली.  
       ि थितकाली manifests herself as means of 
knowledge in the form of five senses and gets 
affected by the externalized objective world. This is 
the conception of the power of maintenance in 
relation to the object.  
       यमकाली presents the conception of the  
indefinable power in relation to the idea of the 
object of experience, because it is responsible for the 
rise of doubt about the object of experience which is 
present as a mere idea, as well as its removal or 
destruction. 
       संहारकाली presents the conception of the power 
of creation in relation to the means of knowledge. In 
संहारकाली the idea of the object is non-different from 
the subject.  
       मृ युकाली dissolves the multitude of objects, 
therefore it engulfs even the संहारकाली.  
      The conception of भ काली attempts to reconcile 
conflicting religious beliefs. It explains why the 
followers of different religions, doing the deeds 
enjoyed by the respective scriptures get the 
promised desired fruit, though such deeds are 
prohibited by another religion. The fruit of an action 
according to this is dependent on the unshakable 
belief in the rightness of it. The belief in a particular 
religion and in the rightness of the action enjoined 
by it arise from the innate mental disposition of the 
individual.  
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   मात डकाली brings about the merging of twelveइि यs in the अहंकार.  
   महाकाली brings about merging of the "I" which shine sin opposition to "this" as "I am all this" into the "Pure 
I", the "Perfect I", which is free from all relation to the objectivity. This represents the power of annihilation 
in relation to the subject.   
    Thus although not widely published, and translated, िच गनचि का has been one of the important texts or 
reference in the tradition of Kashmir Saiva philosophy. 
 
Foot notes:- 
 
1.Arthor Avalon Tantrik Texts Vol XX –Cidgaganacandrika edited by Swamy Trivikrama Tirtha, 1937 
2.Arthor Avalon Tantrik Texts Vol XX –Cidgaganacandrika edited by Swamy Trivikrama Tirtha, 1937 - verse 3, 305, 
  306,  
3.मु मेव न मया मयोिचतः े रतोऽि म तव त नी वया । िस नाथकृतत म तुतेः कािलदासरिचतां च पि काम् ।। 
4. ीश भुनाथात् क णारसेन वयं स ादनपे यवृ या। का मीरकोऽिभनवगु पदािभधानः ीत सारमकरोदजुृना मेण ।। - त सार,  
  इ यागमं सकलशा महािनधानात् ीश भुनाथवदनादिधग य स यक् । शा े रह यरसस तितसु दरेऽि मन् ग भीरवािच रिचता   िववृितमयेयम् । - 
  ई र यिभ ािवम शणीिववृितः, परमे र स ो रणकृपा यु दयः । ीमान् दवेः श भुमािमयित   िनयु वां त वे । - परा ंिशका 
5. ेपम ब िवतनोित स यया त ह  सहसा पर ये । अ मः स खलु काल ई रे यमु य भवती च का यसौ । Arthor Avalon Tantrik Texts 
  Vol XX – Cidgaganacandrika edited by Swamy Trivikrama Tirtha, 1937 - verse 218,   
6.Arthor Avalon Tantrik Texts Vol XX – Cidgaganacandrika edited by Swamy Trivikrama Tirtha, 1937 - verses 224 to 
  250 
 
 


